
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an internet sales manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for internet sales manager

Manage the digital inventory – pictures of vehicles, comments on used cars
and pricing on new cars
Responsible for timely follow up on all electronic and real estate agent leads
Ask appropriate questions to understand buyers needs and wants to uncover
buyer preferences
Schedules appointments with sales team for meetings with potential home
buyers, and arranges personal tours at preferred communities / model homes
Champion for quality website content and accuracy
Constant follow-up using the customer’s preferred means of communication
(Phone, Email, and Text)
Monitor all calls and leads
Communicate with store GM and Sales Managers on issues and concerns
about the store and BDC
Set monthly goals for everyone in the department for Director approval
Ensure you and your managers, team leads and sales reps are utilizing the
inbound and outbound phone scripts and email, text and chat best practices

Qualifications for internet sales manager

This Sales Manager must have a deep knowledge if the Telecoms Industry
with experience in working with Wholesale clients
The Sales Manager takes responsibility for managing a team of client
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The Sales Manager works with the regional sales leadership and decision
makers to give input to a sales strategy that will deliver the strategic
objectives as outlined in the global and/or regional organisational strategies
Sales Managers have a deep knowledge base of the industry they operate in,
and they share best practice and lessons learnt with internal and external
stakeholders
Proven ability to provide timely solutions, as customer issues must be
resolved quickly and efficiently
Previous E LEAD Experience not required however Highly preferred


